[Study of the multidimensional perspectives on the theory of syndrome differentiation and treatment with acupuncture and moxibustion].
Aiming at many questions nowadays in the study on the theory of syndrome differentiation and treatment with acupuncture and moxibustion, the relevant rules and important theoretic issues were discussed on the syndrome differentiation and treatment with acupuncture and moxibustion in the paper from the multidimensional perspectives, named the treatment in view of yinyang differentiation-pulse-based acupuncture, the treatment in view of meridian-collateral (zangfu) differentiation, the treatment in view of body differentiation, the treatment in view of "four seas" differentiation, etc. It is proposed that the complicated multidimensional relationships of human body determine the multi-perspectives and multi-angles in the syndrome differentiation and treatment with acupuncture and moxibustion, in which, the theoretic principle of every approach to the syndrome differentiation and treatment has its relatively independent significance. Regarding the new study recognition, it is suggested that the pulse-based acupuncture of yinyang differentiation according to the comparison between the renying and the cunkuo pulse conditions works on the positive regulation of yinyang (qi) balance with acupuncture. Additionally, in the paper, the origins of five thoughts are put forward on the differentiation and treatment on the basis of meridians and collaterals, which enriches the connotation of this approach to the differentiation and treatment; the "five-tissue" effects and "five-zang" effects are innovated and the theory is proposed originally on the "four seas" differentiation and treatment, etc.